
Welcome to Grasvenor



Individualised, Inclusive, Inspiring

“Every child deserves a champion—an adult who will never 
give up on them, who understands the power of connection, 
and insists that they become the best that they can possibly 

be.” 

Rita Pierson



At Grasvenor we strive to create an atmosphere where all 
children and adults feel safe, valued and included. We 
enable children to reach their full potential by developing a 
love of learning through inspirational teaching; a strong 
sense of self through our child-centred, individualised, 
curriculum; and a respect for diversity through our well 
established inclusive identity. We work closely alongside our 
families and this is a key part of who we are as Grasvenor. 
Our values of Kindness, Unity, Honesty, Resilience, Respect 
and Courage are underpinned by our Golden Rules.



● We are kind and helpful
● We are gentle
● We listen well
● We are honest
● We look after property
● We try hard with our learning



Individualised, Inclusive, Inspiring:
We are an inclusive school. That means we believe every child is special and 
unique and this is at the heart of who we are as Grasvenor:

- we build solid relationships with families- assembly each week, FLO, Focus 
Week

- We develop a good understanding of each child’s individual emotional, 
social, academic and physical needs to be able to support them in the most 
effective way.

- we do not exclude and try to never say “no” to any children applying.
- Behaviour is seen as communication. 
- Early Years teaching style throughout the school- individual next steps, 

inspiring (child-centred) topic planning and role play in each class
- Close working relationships with outside agencies including: Speech & 

Language Therapy, Occupational Therapy, ASD Advisory, CAMHs and more. 



Small school...
As a small school we face certain challenges, such as a small budget! We do our 
best in making resources stretch but this does present challenges to us and we 
are in a transitional period at the moment. We rely heavily on FOG, our parent 
committee. 

Having a small school means we have a very family atmosphere where all staff 
know each child’s name, likes and needs. As leaders we know if your child lost 
their birthday badge or fell over on the way to school! 





Grasvenor Project: 

The Grasvenor Project is a non-profit organisation that mentors hard to reach 
young people to help them re-engage positively with society, education and most 
importantly themselves. It has been successfully run for 8 years and has 
supported over 200 young people in and around Barnet. The nurturing and 
positive ethos underpinning Grasvenor School is mirrored in the Project, we help 
their voice to be heard, we support and offer positive options and help our young 
people develop resilience, self esteem and confidence.

Winner of the 2019 Charity Film Awards- made with the support of The Media 
Trust and John Lyons Charity.

https://www.charityfilmawards.com/videos/role-models

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.charityfilmawards.com/videos/role-models&sa=D&ust=1592955621435000&usg=AFQjCNHEfFos8Ie_3UdIzRb5-sTlD3cVTQ


We do not exclude...
As mentioned, we do not exclude pupils and we also take pupils who may have 
been excluded from other schools. This is a big part of who we are as Grasvenor. 

What it looks like is that sometimes children might be having a hard time coping 
with their experiences or emotions. Sometimes the resulting behaviour or 
language might happen in front of your children. When an incident occurs our staff 
are well experienced in dealing swiftly and safely with it and we will inform you of 
any incident which involve your child. These type of occurrences are very rare. 

REMEMBER: we won’t exclude “that” child but we also won’t exclude YOUR child 
should they ever be going through a difficult patch. 


